BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Bone-subtraction techniques have been shown to enhance CT angiography (CTA) interpretation, but motion can lead to incomplete bone removal. The aim of this study was to evaluate 2 novel registration techniques to compensate for patient motion.
C
T angiography (CTA) has been demonstrated to be an accurate and cost-effective alternative to conventional angiography and MR angiography in a variety of clinical settings. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] The resulting datasets are usually visualized by means of maximum intensity projection (MIP) or volume rendering. A limitation of rendered CTA is that vessels surrounded by bone and calcification can be obscured. To eliminate voxels representing bone or calcification in the final image and prevent them from possibly obscuring the visualization of vessels, one may apply bone-subtraction techniques. Bone-subtraction CTA (BSCTA), using a (low-dose) nonenhanced scan to create a bone model, which then is subtracted from the CTA data, [10] [11] [12] [13] has proved to be a robust method, which can be fully automated, requiring no user interaction. This technique has been shown to be beneficial in a variety of clinical settings. 10, [12] [13] [14] [15] A limitation of this method is that complex patient motion between the 2 scans can confound the subtraction process. The skull defines a nondeformable compartment that can generally be registered sufficiently even in the presence of severe interscan motion. In contrast, the independent mobility of the cervical bones, mandible, hyoid, or larynx cannot be compensated by using global rigid registration techniques and will, therefore, result in incomplete removal. The first step to reduce patient motion is to educate the patient about the importance of remaining still during the scanning and to use a comfortable restraining device. If motion cannot be sufficiently prevented by these means, special registration algorithms must be applied to obtain diagnostic image quality.
In this article, we compare 2 different approaches to minimize bone remnants in the final BSCTA images of the neck vessels: a slab-based segmentation algorithm and a partially rigid segmentation algorithm.
Materials and Methods
We consecutively enrolled 54 patients who were scheduled for CTA of the head and neck region. Written informed consent was obtained from each individual or their legal representatives after the nature of the procedure had been fully explained; the study was conducted in accordance with the institutional review board guidelines. Patients with contrast allergy and renal insufficiency were excluded from the study.
The patient population was composed of 2 groups: 1) patients with symptomatic atherosclerotic disease who underwent an additional low-dose nonenhanced CT scanning (NECT) for subtraction purposes and 2) patients with cancer of the oral cavity/oropharynx who required CTA for surgical planning of reconstructive surgery. In the latter group, a late-phase venous CT scanning (LVCT) indicated for tumor staging was used as a substitute for the NECT to create a bone mask. The oncology population was included in the study because of the possibility of greater motion in this group, for they were experiencing a longer delay between the 2 scannings (CTA-LVCT).
CTA
The study was performed by using a 64-section CT system (Sensation 64; Siemens Medical Solutions, Forchheim, Germany). Patients were positioned supine with the head comfortably fixed in a standard head holder device and were instructed to breathe normally and to avoid swallowing during and between the scannings. Circulation time was measured with the test-bolus technique (10-mL contrast material, region of interest for measurements in the common carotid artery) in all patients. The nonenhanced low-dose scanning was performed after the test-bolus evaluation. The CTA scanning with the patientspecific scanning delay followed subsequently. Scanner settings were the following: 120 kV, 50 effective (eff) mAs (NECT), 180 eff mAs (CTA), 0.33 rotation time, pitch of 0.9, 64 ϫ 0.6 mm section acquisition, 0.75-mm reconstructed section thickness, 0.5-mm reconstruction increment, 512 ϫ 512 matrix, adapted FOV (130 -180 mm) by using a soft-tissue kernel (H 20) . Contrast material was injected with a dual-head power injector. The average amount was 80 mL, the flow rate was 5 mL/s, and a saline bolus (50-mL sodium chloride 0.9%) followed the contrast injection.
Bone Subtraction
Data were transferred to a workstation (Leonardo; Siemens Medical Solutions) equipped with a prototype software tool for bone-subtraction CTA that allows selection of different registration modes (rigid registration [BSCTA] , slab-based rigid registration [SB-BSCTA], and partial rigid registration [PR-BSCTA]). The BSCTA process includes the following steps: After both datasets are loaded, the algorithm selectively eliminates bone from the CTA dataset automatically without user interaction, retaining both soft-tissue and contrast-enhanced vessels. Pixels in the NECT dataset with a CT value above 300 HU are initially defined as bone and used to iteratively register the NECT to the CTA dataset. Registration is rigid (translation and rotation) and based on mutual information. 16 After registration, an initial bone mask is defined in the NECT volume by thresholding; the bone mask is tentatively expanded in 3D by morphologic dilation. 10 To reduce the risk of artificial vessel lumen reduction, we determined the optimal contact interface between vessels and bone adaptively. In the absence of vessels, the bone mask is kept expanded and the corresponding voxels are set to a CT value of Ϫ1024 HU; in areas of bonevessel contact, the corresponding NECT voxels are locally subtracted. 10 As an extension to this registration step, the prototype software can perform 2 further procedures to compensate for motion between the 2 scannings: The first algorithm uses an SB-BSCTA and is similar to a commercially available tool (NeuroDSA; Siemens Medical Solutions) in which the volume is subdivided into slabs of approximately 1.5 cm in height along the z-axis, and repeated registration for each slab is performed. The second algorithm applies partial rigid registration step (PR-BSCTA). This includes the following steps: 1) single rigid registrations step of the scans based on mutual information, 2) calculation of misregistration areas, and 3) iterative rigid registration on areas with significant misregistration.
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Image Evaluation
Before image evaluation, datasets were anonymized and presented to the examiners in random order without information regarding registration technique or clinical data. The 3 subtraction techniques were examined during different reading sessions, separated from each other by approximately 2 weeks to minimize recall bias. We have chosen the MIP technique for evaluation because it is a widely used postprocessing technique and bone remnants are highlighted, thus facilitating the assessment of the subtraction results.
The assessment of vascular segments (common carotid artery [CCA], ) was rated by using the following imagequality scoring system: 1 ϭ vessel not visible; 2 ϭ vessel partly visible, large bone remnants; 3 ϭ vessel visible, bone remnants Ͼ1-cm maximal diameter; 4 ϭ vessel clearly visible, bone remnants Ͻ1-cm maximal diameter; 5 ϭ vessel clearly visible, no or irrelevant bone remnants. The presence of subtraction artifacts was evaluated separately; the nonsubtracted CTA dataset served as a reference for this purpose. To examine the relationship between image quality and patient motion, we then performed a quantitative analysis of the amount of motion between the 2 scans. For this step, an image-fusion software tool was used in which both datasets were projected on top of each other and displacement of bone could be measured in 3D. For each patient, the maximal amplitude of displacement for 5 anatomic regions (skull base, upper spine, lower spine, jaw, and hyoid bone) was measured; the precision of the digital ruler applied was 0.1 mm. These measurements were performed by 2 experienced readers in consensus.
Statistical Analysis
The image-quality scores for the 3 algorithms were ranked and plotted as mean Ϯ SD, median, and range. The significance of differences was tested by using the Wilcoxon signed rank test. A 2-sided value of P Ͻ .05 was considered significant. The kappa statistic was used to assess the level of observer agreement on image quality achieved by the 3 methods. A value of Ͻ0.20 implied poor agreement; 0.21-0.40, fair agreement; 0.41-0.60, moderate agreement; 0.61-0.80, substantial agreement; and 0.81-1.0, almost perfect agreement. 18 The mean and SD of the measurements for bone displacement between the scans were calculated. We considered the SD as a measure for the complexity of motion and analyzed its influence on image quality for each of the bone-subtraction algorithms by using the Spearman correlation. All calculations were performed by using STATA 8.0 (StataCorp, College Station, Tex).
Results
The study population consisted of 41 male and 13 female patients; mean age was 60.5 Ϯ 9.4 years (range, 29 -85 years). The atherosclerosis group had 24 patients, and the oncology group had 30 patients. All examinations were performed without complications or technical problems. BSCTA was technically feasible, with NECT scans and late venous scans to create a bone mask. Reconstruction time was 3 minutes on average for BSCTA without motion compensation and 7 minutes on average for BSCTA with motion compensation (SB-BSCTA, PR-BSCTA) for datasets with an average of 384 images per scan (2 ϫ 384 ϭ 768 images per patient).
Mean enhancement values measured in the CCA were 379 Ϯ 85 HU (range, 220 -620 HU) in subtraction images with NECT and 358 Ϯ 82 HU (range, 240 -520 HU) in subtraction images with late venous phase scans for bone masking.
Basic restraining measures were applied, namely fixation in a standard CT head holder device with a single strap. The patients were allowed to breathe freely during the examination but were asked to avoid swallowing. The time interval between the 2 scans was 25 seconds for group 1 and 80 seconds for group 2 on average. Mean displacement of bony structures between the 2 scans (mask and CTA) was lowest for the spine (lower spine, 1.3 Ϯ 0.7 mm; upper spine, 1.4 Ϯ 0.8 mm) and highest for the jaw (2.2 Ϯ 1.3 mm) and hyoid (2.3 Ϯ 1.1 mm) ; the mean displacement of the skull base was 1.6 Ϯ 0.9 mm.
Although high scores for image quality were found for each method, algorithms with motion compensation were able to improve subtraction quality. This improvement was most evident in datasets with interscan motion (Fig 1) . The mean scores for image quality were higher with SB-(4.31) and PR-BSCTA (4.43) compared with BSCTA (3.88). A summary of the quality scores for the individual vascular territories is given in Table 1 . Image quality differed significantly (P Ͻ .001 to P ϭ .007) between BSCTA and * Differences between bone subtraction without and with motion compensation are statistically significant for all vessels except for the BAs and OAs; differences between SB-and PR-BSCTA are statistically significant for the ECA and the cervical ICA. each of the 2 methods with motion compensation, SB-BSCTA and PR-BSCTA, for all vessels, except the BA and OA. Image quality between SB-BSCTA and PR-BSCTA did not differ significantly for the assessment of the CCA (P ϭ .564), PC-ICA (P ϭ .157), VA (P ϭ .286), BA (P ϭ .655), and OA (P ϭ .414), but PR-BSCTA was rated superior to SB-BSCTA for the evaluation of the ICA (P Ͻ .001) and ECA (P Ͻ .001) (Figs 1-3) . The individual results are given in Table 2 .
Cohen kappa test revealed a high level of interobserver agreement (BSCTA, ϭ 0.68 -0.98; SB-BSCTA, ϭ 0.64 -0.91; PR-BSCTA, ϭ 0.46 -0.93) for image-quality scores ( Table 3) .
The lowest scores for image quality were depicted for the delineation of the vertebral artery. The mean values were 2.51 (BSCTA), 3.56 (SB-BSCTA), and 3.62 (PR-BSCTA). Although motion compensation could substantially improve image quality, incomplete removal of the cervical vertebrae, the hyoid bone, and thyroid cartilage (Fig 1) still led to impaired visualization (score 1-3) of the vertebral arteries in 46%/48% (examiner 1/examiner 2) of cases with SB-BSCTA and 41%/37% of cases with PR-BSCTA.
Motion amplitudes for the 5 anatomic landmarks are plotted for each patient in Fig 4. In this plot, the patients were ordered by the SD of their motion amplitudes. Trend lines indicate the overall displacement of the skull base, upper and lower cervical spine, jaw, and hyoid between the 2 scans. A statistically significant inverse relation between image quality and the complexity of motion, expressed by the SD of the motion amplitudes, was found for both the VA and the cervical ICA for all 3 methods (P ϭ .008 -.044, Spearman correlation). The null hypothesis of independence between image quality and SD of motion could not be rejected for the PC-ICA (P ϭ .07-.23, Spearman correlation). The regression lines for the different methods and vascular segments are given in Fig 5A-C. The OA could be visualized bilaterally without interruption in 44% and unilaterally without interruption in another 23% (Fig  2) . In the remainder of the patients, a short segment of the OA within the optic canal was not visualized. Vessel irregularities up to short-segment interruptions of the OAs, at least partially related to the subtraction process, were seen in 88% of patients.
Misregistration errors were encountered with calcified plaques at the carotid bifurcation. In 35% of the patients, calcified plaques were detected, and complete removal of the calcifications could not be achieved with either method (Figs  2 and 3) .
Discussion
CTA is increasingly used in the evaluation of intra-and extracranial vasculature, particularly in the detection and evaluation of intracranial aneurysms and vascular occlusive disease in the neck. To acquire views comparable with digital subtraction angiography, which is considered the standard of reference, one must postprocess CTA data and often perform manual editing to remove bone. This approach has several significant limitations, including an added time demand and the problem of separating bone and contrast-enhanced vessels in areas of close contact between the 2 (ie, at the skull base). Furthermore, the results are highly dependent on the operator's postprocessing skills and are also difficult to standardize. Fully automated procedures, without user interaction, promise a certain degree of standardization and avoid trapping the examiner at the workstation. Especially in the emergency situation, runtime efficiency is a major priority; 5-10 minutes of postprocessing time may be regarded as an upper limit to be clinically useful. In this study, bone-subtraction postprocessing time averaged 3-7 minutes. The added patient radiation dose for the bone-subtraction protocol was 27% (effective dose for NECT scan, 0.65/0.72 mSv [male/female]; effective dose for CTA scan, 2.34/2.61 mSv; scanning range, 200 mm) based on dose estimate performed with WinDose (Institute of Medical Physics, University of Erlangen, Erlangen, Germany). 19 Motion within the scans or between the nonenhanced and contrast-enhanced scans is a major problem for subtraction procedures. All possible measures should be taken to minimize patient motion; these include detailed patient instruction, comfortable fixation of the patient on the examination table, and optimization of the examination protocol. The application of special external restraining devices like stereotactic frames, 20 external frames with a mouthpiece, as well as vacuum cushions 21 have been proposed to improve patient fixation. To minimize the interscan delay, we performed the circulation time measurements before obtaining the nonenhanced scan. The nonenhanced scan was immediately followed by the contrast-enhanced scan, with the appropriate individual scan delay for contrast arrival after a short patient notification. To test the performance of the algorithms, we specifically included a second patient group, in whom late venous scans were used to create a bone mask, assuming an increase of interscan motion due to the extended delay between the 2 scans.
Although motion between the 2 scans can be sufficiently compensated with bone mask approaches for the intracranial compartment, 10, 12 this is not the same in the neck. Here complex movements between different bones (eg, skull, mandible, and vertebrae) occur. This is reflected in our data, in which the highest image-quality scores were found for arteries located near the skull base, where motion between individual bones is minimal, and the less favorable scores were found in vessel segments, where a higher degree of freedom of movement is possible. The fact that the amount of connected voxels assigned to bone within a 3D data volume influences the registration procedures helps to account for the observation that bone removal is superior near the skull base and less favorable at distant sites. We found this to be true for all registration algorithms but most pronounced for the pure rigid registration. The SB-BSCTA copes with this problem by registering on subvolumes, whereas the PR-BSCTA algorithm uses iterative registration steps on misregistered areas.
A different strategy was introduced by van Straten et al, 11 who proposed removal of bone by piecewise-matched mask bone elimination: After registration of the CTA and nonenhanced scans, the bone in the CTA scan is masked and the different bones are separated by using a watershed algorithm and then registered individually. The average processing time for this procedure was not reported, but most likely would be beyond 10 minutes. The SB-BSCTA and the PR-BSCTA approach omit the fragile segmentation step, and misregistration is compensated either by subdividing the 3D volume into multiple slabs with individual partial rigid registration. Reconstruction time was 3 minutes on average for BSCTA without motion compensation and 7 minutes on average for BSCTA with motion compensation (SB-BSCTA, PR-BSCTA). The mean image-volume load was 384 images per scan (2 ϫ 384 ϭ 768 images per patient). Because no user interaction is necessary during the calculation process and the CTA dataset is available for evaluation in the meantime, this seems to be an acceptable timeframe, even in the emergency situation.
A remarkable finding was that the type of registration did not alter the depiction of the OA. This artery can serve as a marker to test the performance of a bone-subtraction process because of its small lumen diameter and its tight contact to bone within the optic nerve canal. Global dilation of the bone mask, which is usually performed to minimize bone remnants after subtraction, can erroneously eliminate this vessel in the final image. To address this problem, we perform a local subtraction without mask dilation at areas of close vessel-bone contact. Although artificial lumen reduction or interruption is not completely related to the subtraction process (the image-reconstruction algorithm [convolution kernel] as well as the voxel size contributes to it), we were able to depict the vessel bilaterally without interruption in 44% and unilaterally without interruption in another 23% of the patients with both SB-BSCTA and PR-BSCTA. SB-BSCTA and PR-BSCTA algorithms were not superior to the pure rigid BSCTA method for the evaluation of the basilar artery. This outcome is likely because the image-quality scores were already high for this vessel, and misregistration of the skull base was minimal with each of the different algorithms described previously.
The aims of our study were to evaluate the ability of 2 novel registration techniques to compensate for patient motion. We evaluated the extent of bone removal by measuring the size of bone remnants and, through a direct comparison of subtracted and unsubtracted CTA studies, searched for possible artifacts introduced by the subtraction processes. Therefore, we did not use conventional x-ray angiography as a standard of reference for the assessment of image quality.
A limitation of the algorithms is their inability to precisely register calcified plaques in the walls of vessels featuring significant pulsation. Therefore, we recommend using bone subtraction to depict and present vascular pathology but suggest that morphologic measurements should always be performed on the original CTA data. An approach that could overcome this problem has been described by Beier er al, 22 who introduced an elastic warping method for (2D) image registration on a section-bysection basis to separate vessels from surrounding bone. Runtime was a major drawback, ranging from 1 to 2 hours per dataset.
Elaborate techniques have been developed to omit an additional scan and extract the vascular information from the CTA scan. Vega Higuera et al 23 proposed a threshold-based approach for the elimination of the skull base by using bidimensional transfer functions for direct volume rendering of aneurysms involving the skull base. In their approach, in addition to voxel intensities, gradient magnitudes were also considered to create the mapping from volume data to colors and opacities. Abrahams et al 24 developed a method for bone-free rendering by using iterative relative fuzzy connectedness of 3D CTA datasets to examine the cerebral vasculature without the intervening cranial base. Their preliminary results showed that bone structures could be removed, and vascular anatomy could be isolated by using an almost completely automated process.
A major limitation of this approach was a run-time of 45-60 minutes per patient. An important additional limitation of the previously mentioned techniques is that the number of subjects studied is very small, making it difficult to extract general recommendations. Our study demonstrated the efficiency of both algorithms in a large patient population. Because the image-quality scores of most vessels were improved through the use of subtraction methods with motion compensation and no scores were diminished, we suggest that the reader consider incorporating such postprocessing methods into clinical practice as they become more widely available, since the time demand for processing seems reasonable.
Conclusion
Our results suggest motion compensation can be achieved satisfactorily in most cases through the implementation of SB-BSCTA and PR-BSCTA. Both algorithms provided high image-quality scores in the neck and brain region with low interobserver variability. In the neck region, registration algorithms with motion compensation were superior to registration without motion compensation. The visualization of the ICA and ECA could be optimized with PR-BSCTA, enhancing the usability of bone subtraction in the neck region.
